Welcome to Sweden! Share the legacy of Alfred Nobel and frontier IS research in the cultural and beautiful vicinities of Stockholm and Uppsala.

ECIS 2019 A Shared Conference
We co-host ECIS 2019 between Stockholm University and Uppsala University. We also happily announce that ECIS 2019 is the official AIS Region 2 conference.

Stockholm is the capital of Scandinavia and a city world famous for its history, culture, and beautiful nature. Uppsala is a genuine yet truly modern university city that dates back to the Viking era. It is the perfect place to experience not only Scandinavian academic culture but also the historical and authentic culture of the region at large. We believe that ECIS 2019 will bring you unforgettable memories of Sweden, and especially Stockholm and Uppsala.

Conference Organization

Conference Dates
Doctoral Consortium: June 8 - June 10, 2019
Pre-conference Workshops: June 10 - June 11, 2019
Main Conference: June 12 - June 14, 2019

Conference Venues
Doctoral Consortium: Uppsala University
Pre-conference Workshops: Kista Campus, Stockholm University
Main Conference: Frescati Campus, Stockholm University

Social Events
Conference Reception: Stockholm City Hall
Conference Get-together: Nobel Museum
Conference Dinner: Vasa Museum

Organizing Committee
Shengnan Han, Gustaf Juell-Skielse, Anna Henriksson and Claes Thorén.